High Performance
Transcription Solution

Fast, accurate and optimized human-transcription solution for enterprise
Traditionally, audio transcription was used for recording oral histories and music pieces. While audio
transcription is still used in these ways, one of the most important uses today is to provide
information that computers can read and process. Audio Bee’s transcription services allow you to
maximize reach to your target audience online, especially if you’re looking to promote or sell products
online.
Having text to accompany the audio and video content on your website can result in higher search
engine rankings, increased trafﬁc and communication to wider audiences.

Why Choose Audio Bee?
Multilingual transcription solutions to reach new markers
Our wide coverage of over 250+ major languages allows you to tap into
our workforce for large scale or on-demand multilingual transcription
projects. Apart from popular languages like Spanish, Portuguese,

s

German and French - we also offer transcripts in chinese, hindi and
other major languages from growing markets.

High quality transcripts with industry’s best turnaround time
Each of our transcriptionists are pre-vetted and carefully screened prior
to hire. This helps us consistently deliver the best quality results to our
clients. In addition, we use smart technology for reduced human errors
and offer priority-based turnaround time.

Customized outputs and workﬂows backed with dedicated support
Along with accuracy and the ability to manage large scale orders, we
offer customization that best ﬁt your workﬂows coupled with a
dedicated manager to help you at every step of the way.

Enterprise-Grade Transcription Engine
Ensuring high performance standards that serve your entire transcription needs with ﬂexible
platform integration while keeping your data access secured.
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About Audio Bee

Who can beneﬁt from Audio Bee’s
Transcription Solutions?
We cover a variety of industries, from academia and media
to artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning
Voice Recognition
For training speech technologies in the AI industry
Speech to Text
Text to Speech

Audio Bee is an on-demand AI data service
provider for speech technologies. With Audio
Bee, machine learning teams can tap into our
fully managed speech data services to create
high quality training datasets in order to build
and deploy smarter AI systems.
Our ﬂexible proprietary platform and solid
quality assurance processes combined with a
diverse community of workers that covers
250+ languages, allow us to tackle a wide
range of multilingual projects and consistently
deliver results of the highest quality. Visit our
website https://audiobee.ai/ for more
information.

Education
For online academy as well as masteral and doctoral students
Online Courses
Lectures
Interviews
Seminars
Dissertations

Media
For ﬁlmmakers and journalists
Documentaries
Podcasts
Video Content (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.)

